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Groundwater dynamics are often overlooked within historical climatology because of their complexity
and the influence of multiple factors. This study presents a groundwater model for Spain, using an
existing tree-ring based summer drought reconstruction to estimate the groundwater depth in Castile
and León (northwestern Spain) over the 1056–2020 CE period. Spanish groundwater volume
fluctuations are found to be associated with quasi-decadal variations in the North Atlantic and Pacific
Oceans. The reconstructed annual groundwater depth shows significant oscillations around a mean
value of 123m. Changes in groundwater depths include a wet medieval period ( ~ 1056–1200 CE),
recurringmegadroughts duringparts of theLittle IceAge (~1471–1600CE), andunprecedentedly large
variations during recent decades. Aligning with previous studies for the Iberian Peninsula, our new
modelling approach highlights the need to enhance groundwater resilience in anticipation of
potentially worsening future drought trends across the Mediterranean.

Drought poses significant threats to groundwater resources in dry regions,
like theMediterranean, and is arguably an increasing challenge as a result of
global warming1. The profound effects of climate change on groundwater
make it a critical global concern2,3. Despite growing awareness, the inter-
action between climate and groundwater is often overlooked4. This over-
sightpersists due to the complexity of thehydrological cycle and limiteddata
availability5,6. Historically, the French naturalist Bernard Palissy
(1510–1589), demonstrated a deep understanding of water systems during
the reign of Queen Catherine de’ Medicis (1519–1589). Drawing on the
ideas of the ancient Roman architect Vitruvius (1st century BCE), he
explained the origins of springs and rivers7. As Palissy’s biographer wrote8:

The waters, then, in caverns have been placed there by the rains
engendered as well of waters that have risen from the sea as of those
from the earth and from all humid things, in the drying of which their
aqueous vapours are raised up on high to fall again. […] the said waters
will take their course in the direction of the downward slope, provided
they can find the smallest outlet: thence it most frequently happens that
out of rocks and hilly places escape many beautiful springs.

Despite the constraints of his era, Palissy recognised how water moves
to the ground and its connection to the whole water cycle. Understanding
and safeguarding the groundwater resource remain increasingly crucial for
both present and future generations. Already Palissy realised that water can
be stored underground and that groundwater plays an important role for
ecosystemsand societies. This idea is similar to the observationsmadeby the
Italian Renaissance polymath Leonardo da Vinci (1452–1519), who also
wrote about groundwater9. We should, in this light, re-think and value the
importance of groundwater for both nature and people’s water needs, now
as well as for the future. Within the contemporary realm of research, the
Commission onGroundwater and Climate Change (CGCC), established in
2002 by the International Association of Hydrogeologists, serves as a
noteworthy example (https://gwclimate.iah.org). It contributes to raising
awareness regarding the environmental and economicvalue of groundwater
systems. Groundwater depletion, exceeding recharge rates, is evident in
most of the world’s aquifers10 and is linked to over-pumping and, in some
regions, to the effects of climate change11.

The vulnerability of much of the Iberian Peninsula to drought12, and
increasing evapotranspiration and changing precipitation patterns due to
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climate change13 affect its water resources, demanding a deeper under-
standing of climate–groundwater impacts14,15. Recognising the complexity
of drought dynamics16, this study offers a unified perspective. While, for
example, Tegel et al.17 shed light on historical groundwater trends in the
Upper Rhine Valley (south-western Germany and north-eastern France)
back to Roman times using tree-ring width data, historical climatology and
palaeoclimatology has to date not studied groundwater trends in inland
Spain18. This represents a crucial researchgap19–23. Spain’s arid and semi-arid
climates heighten groundwater vulnerability, compounded by over-

exploitation and human impact on the water budget. Escalating demand
and climate change exacerbate drought vulnerabilities24. Understanding the
nexus between climate change, groundwater and sustainable development
goals is important25, impacting energy, productivity, and global socio-
economic structure, particularly in arid andwater-scarce regions26. Landuse
changes, such as deforestation or reforestation of hillslopes and
floodplains27, influence the hydrological cycle and groundwater recharge
dynamics, linked to the groundwater reaction time (GRT). Global GRTs
were mapped by integrating groundwater modelling with comprehensive

Fig. 1 | Geographical setting and water resources. a Distribution of groundwater
response times (GRT; years) in the Mediterranean region (see legend for colours).
The map is adapted from Cuthbert et al.28 and can be accessed online for free at
https://figshare.com/articles/dataset/Global_water_table_ratio_and_groundwater_
response_time_raster_data/7393304). Black dots on the map denote the primary
cities in Spain, as featured in the downloaded map from the reference website,
without any reference with the study sites; bMean annual precipitation (1981–2010)
across Spain (taken from Nafría García et al.36; available at http://www.aemet.es/es/
serviciosclimaticos/datosclimatologicos/valoresclimatologicos). The small black
square indicates the Fuente de Piedra lagoon used for direct model validation;
cMean annual precipitation (1981–2010) pattern on the recharge area of the Castile

and León region. The red dots indicate the locations of the Medina del Campo
piezometer and the two sites used for indirect model validation (Valladolid,
Lominchar); d The hydrological water balance for the Castile and León region,
averaged for the period 1981–2010, calculated using precipitation data fromGPCC-
Global Precipitation Climatology Centre (https://climatedataguide.ucar.edu/
climate-data/gpcc-global-precipitation-climatology-centre) and temperature data
from the Climate Research Unit (CRU) of the University of East Anglia (https://
crudata.uea.ac.uk/cru/data/hrg/cru_ts_4.04). The plot was generated using Web-
WIMP 1.01, an updated version of the WebWIMP programme, as implemented at
the University of Delaware (USA) in 2003 (http://cyclops.deos.udel.edu/wimp/
public_html/index.html).
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datasets28. As throughout Spain, in the Castile and León (CL) region
(Fig. 1a), groundwater adaptation times to climate change vary greatly,
ranging from rapid to more prolonged responses. Despite prolonged
groundwater residence times29, Spanish groundwater is mostly influenced
by climate stresses (i.e., low precipitation and high evapotranspiration).
Lower GRT systems transmit meteorological droughts to hydrological
droughts faster, while higher GRT systems delay drought recovery28. This
complex interplay between climate and groundwater underscores Spain’s
intricate groundwater stress response. However, reconstructing and fore-
casting groundwater data across time poses challenges in environmental
hydrogeology30,31, compounded by divergent assumptions influencing any
projections made24.

Comprehending groundwater–climate interactions at an aquifer scale
remains limited32,33 due to the intricate task of reconstructing long-term
groundwater data34. To address these challenges, and to expand under-
standing beyond the period of recent human influences18, the present study
introduces a model bridging contemporary climate knowledge with
paleoclimate data, aiming to enhance the understanding of groundwater
variations back to medieval times. This lack of attention to the interplay
between shifts in groundwater levels and drought occurrences35 has spurred
the development of a Groundwater REsourceModel for Spain (GREMS) to
explain variations in GWD within the CL region. The model’s name,
GREMS, emphasises its concentration on the “Inland Spain” study area,
though its principles are applicable in future studies to other regions as well.
The precipitation data for the period 1981–2010 from Nafría García et al.36

serve as a framework to gain insights into the climatology of the study
region, particularly in comparison to the climatology of Spain (without
constituting the basis for our research results). The CL region is char-
acterised by mean annual precipitation of approximately 600mm, with
evident spatial variability (Fig. 1b, c). In CL, marked by a dry climate,
summers are the driest (with a mean of around 80mm) and certain loca-
tions receive less than 60mm. The surrounding mountains experience
higher rainfall, exceeding 100mm, while winter, spring and autumn each
receive approximately 170mm of precipitation. Winter and spring are
critical for replenishing soil water (Fig. 1d), which is essential for sustaining
groundwater.

The coreobjectives of this studyare two-fold:firstly, toaddress a critical
gap in our understanding regarding the intricate interplay between shifts in
groundwater levels and drought occurrences, and secondly to enrich our
understanding of groundwater variations extending back tomedieval times.
To navigate the challenges imposed by data constraints, GREMS employs a
set of simplified input variables. These include the self-calibrating Palmer
Drought Severity Index (scPDSI37–39), reconstructed for the summer from
tree-ring data with a 0.5° × 0.5° grid resolution for Europe40, the North
Atlantic Oscillation (NAO41), the Atlantic Multidecadal Variability
(AMV42) and Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO43) chosen over physically-
based models due to data limitations. These indices collectively form the
foundation for a robust analysis of the dynamic relationship between cli-
mate and groundwater. To establish the reliability of GREMS, calibration
was performed using data from Medina del Campo wells (1517-4-0001 at
100m depth and 1517-4-0002 at 140m depth) covering the period from
1972 to 2001. Extended validation efforts included GWD data from the
Fuente de Piedra lagoon in Andalusia (southern Spain) from 1960 to 1996.
Additional validation proxies were used from Valladolid (in Castile and
León) for the periods 1674–1711 and 1713–1764, and Lominchar (in
Castile-LaMancha) for the recentperiod2003 to2020.The calibratedmodel
was employed across distinct climatic phases: the late part of the Medieval
Warm Period (LMWP, here ~1056–1299), the Little Ice Age (LIA, here
~1300–1849) and the Contemporary Warming Period (CWP, here since
~1850). Based on the tree-ring based reconstruction of the summer scPDSI
spatial field and three atmospheric indices (NAO, AMV and PDO), our
modelling efforts spanned theperiod1056–2020CE,providinghydrological
insights specific to the CL region. In the following sections, we discuss the
main results derived from the GREMS, which offer new perspectives on the
hydrologic dynamics of the CL region. These findings contribute to the

scientific discourse on groundwater resilience and hold broader implica-
tions for sustainable groundwater management in the face of evolving cli-
mate patterns in the wider Mediterranean region.

Results
Model calibration
The calibration of the GREMSmodel involved utilising GWD data obtained
at the Medina del Campo piezometer station in the period from 1972 to
2001. Prior to calibration, a comprehensive analysis of the factors influen-
cing groundwater variability was conducted. By employing a 30-year dataset,
we established a significant linear relationship (y= a+ b ∙ x) between the
actual (y) and predicted (x) data (F-test p~ 0.00, R2 = 0.86). The calibrated
parameter values of Eq. (2) were determined as follows: B = 121.900m
represents the groundwater depth corresponding to the baseline value and
A= 1.658 is a scale parameter that converts the term inside the brackets to
m; η= 10 is an empirical parameter. It is noteworthy that the calibration
process was designed to minimise the inclusion of parameters that lack
physical significance, in order to preserve the model’s physical foundation
and enable its application in different environments and periods without the
need for specific measurements44. Additionally, an iterative modelling
approach was employed to determine the optimal number of variables that
would ensure the most feasible and accurate reconstruction. By employing
the calibrated parameters, the model achieved an intercept value (a) of
–0.077 ( ± 9.09 standard error) and a slope value (b) of 1.000 ( ± 0.08 stan-
dard error), with a modelling efficiency (Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient) of 0.86.
The scatterplot of the actual and predicted data points (Fig. 2a) reveals
minimal deviations from the 1:1 identity line, indicating a strong agreement
between the model predictions and the observed data.

The mean absolute error (MAE) of 2.6m is smaller than the standard
error of the estimates (3.4m), and the mean absolute percentage error
(MAPE) of 6.1%, falls below the performance target of excellence
(MAPE < 10%). The Durbin-Watson statistic value of 1.14 (p ~ 0.00) sug-
gests the presence of serial autocorrelation in the residuals of the calibration
data, indicating a potential pattern or trend in the model’s performance.
However, Fig. 2b illustrates that the model residuals exhibit a skew-free
distribution, resembling a Gaussian distribution. Furthermore, the max-
imum distance between the cumulative distributions of the actual and
predicted data samples is Dn = 0.12. The two-sided large sample
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (SM) test results in aKS value of 0.65 and a p-value of
0.80, indicating that the two data samples are likely derived from the same
distribution. This suggests that the model’s predictions closely match the
observed data. In addition, standardised skewness and kurtosis of the
observed and estimated time-series fall within the expected range of a
Gaussian distribution (−2 to +2), as shown in Table 1. The box plots also
indicate considerable overlapsbetweenobservedandmodelleddata samples
during the calibration stage (Fig. 2f).

During the analysis to determine whether the model could be sim-
plified, the tree-ring based scPDSI reconstruction and the teleconnection
indices NAO+AMV+ PDO were considered separately. It is noteworthy
that the highest p-value among the independent variables is <0.05, which
corresponds to PDO. Consequently, it is advisable not to eliminate any
variables from the GREMS model, as all the variables contribute sig-
nificantly to themodel’s performance and provide valuable information for
GWDestimation.Overall, themetrics used to assess themodel demonstrate
its accuracy and reliability in reproducing the GWD data during the cali-
bration period. This indicates a consistent performance of the model
without any observed systematic bias in its predictions.

Extended model validation
For the extended validation of the model, two distinct modalities were
employed. The first modality involved an indirect, semi-qualitative
approach. A historical dataset spanning the period 1674–1764 was used,
which provided annual rainfall data for the same province (Valladolid)
where the Medina del Campo piezometer is located. The comparison of
rainfall and GWD estimate trends is presented in Fig. 2c, where the two
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variables are plotted against each other. Indirect validation was completed
by a similar comparison between GWD estimates and water equivalent
thickness at a location in Castile-LaMancha (Lominchar), outside the study
region (Fig. 2e).These analyses provide insight into the relationshipbetween
patterns of water cycle components and GWD variations. The

Pearson correlation coefficients (r) highlight the robust agreement in the
medium and long-term patterns of the two variables: rainfall and GWD
estimates (r = 0.66), and water equivalent thickness and GWD estimates
(r = 0.65). This consistency becomes more relevant considering that the
model’s information aligns with local-scale variables (weighted rain and
water equivalent thickness) not included as predictors in GREMS. The
model’s satisfactory performance in capturing historical trends, even under
differing climate conditions compared to the conditions of the calibration
site, indicates its robustness and adaptive capacity to changing environ-
mental circumstances.

The second modality of extended validation involved a more direct
approach. Here, we considered a location far from Medina del Campo,
specifically in Andalusia, where experimental measurements of groundwater
depth at the Fuente de Piedra lagoon piezometer were available for the
period 1960–1996. These observed groundwater data were compared to the
corresponding GREMS model data (Fig. 2d), which shows a strong linear
correlation between the actual and modelled data, with statistically sig-
nificant results (R2 = 0.78, F-test p ~ 0.00). However, when examining the
scatter-plot, it is evident that the individual values do not align perfectly
along the 1:1 bisector, indicating a bias in the data distribution. This may be
linked to distinct environmental characteristics and hydrogeological settings
between the calibration and validation sites. Factors such as the distance
between these sites and their varying proximity to the sea could contribute to

Table 1 | Summary statistics of actual and modelled data
(calibration)

Statistics Actual data (calibration
dataset)

Model estimates,
Eq. (2)

Count 30 30

Mean (m) 117.2 117.2

Standard deviation (m) 8.9 8.2

Coefficient of varia-
tion (%)

7.6 7.0

Minimum (m) 99.0 105.0

Maximum (m) 131.0 133.6

Range (m) 32.0 28.2

Standardised skewness −1.13 1.10

Standardised kurtosis −1.01 −0.87

Fig. 2 | Groundwater depth (GWD) GREMS model calibration and validation.
a Scatterplot of GWD at the calibration stage of Eq. (2) for the Medina del Campo
(41° 18′N, 04° 55′W) piezometer station during the period 1972–200190. The inner
bounds represent the 90% confidence limits (power pink coloured area), while the
outer bounds show the 95% prediction limits for new observations (light pink);
b Histogram of standardised residuals of the GREMS model, which exhibit an
overlapped Gaussian shape (orange line); c Validation through a comparison
between the GREMS model (blue line) and weighted rainfall (orange line) using a
moving-window approach from four to eight years prior to the year of GWD esti-
mation. The validation was performed for the period 1674–1764 in Valladolid (41°
39′ N, 04° 43′W), in Castile and León, excluding the interval 1712–1725 due to
anomalously high inter-annual variation in the tree-ring data and a period in Spain
with limited climate documentation125. The rainfall time-series data are sourced
fromGonzález Pérez et al.92 (2009); d Scatterplot at the validation stage for the period

1960–1996, comparing the GREMS model with observed groundwater depth at the
Fuente de Piedra (37° 08′ N, 04° 43′W) lagoon piezometer in Andalusia (1960 to
1996); e Validation through a comparison between the GREMS model (blue line)
and water equivalent thickness (orange line) obtained from the GRACE-NASA
MEaSUREs Program (available at http://grace.jpl.nasa.gov). The validation was
performed for the period 2003–2020 in the site of Lominchar (40° 05′N, 03° 57′W),
in Castile-La Mancha; f, g, h, i. Box plots illustrating the calibration in a, and the
validations in c, d and e, respectively (blue: observations; orange: estimates). Each
box represents the quartile range: Q3-Q1. Data features are visualised by median
(horizontal line crossing each box), mean (data point inside each box), first (Q1: 25

th

percentile) and third (Q3: 75
th percentile) quartiles (edges of each box), interquartile

range (ends of the whiskers): IQR = 1.5·(Q3-Q1), outliers (data points outside
the IQR).
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this observed bias. Further analysis or evidence may be required to sub-
stantiate the observed deviations in the data. To address this issue, further
statistical analyses were performed on the standardised time-series. The
results indicate the presence of serial autocorrelation in the residuals, as
indicated by the Durbin-Watson (DW) statistic of 0.74 (p~ 0.00). However,
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test does not show a statistically significant dif-
ference between the distributions, with a maximum distance between the
two distributions (Dn) of 0.19 and a two-sided large sample KS statistic of
0.81 (p = 0.54). The box plots in Fig. 2g–i (all validation stages) indicate that
while the distributions of observations and estimates may vary, they overlap
considerably and exhibit similar general tendencies. In both the calibration
and validation phases, the consistently satisfactory performance suggests that
natural variability may exert a more pronounced influence on the ground-
water system than anthropogenic pumping. Based on this resilience, it can be
concluded that the GREMS model is suitable for operational use, even in
light of observed biases and autocorrelation in the validation data.

Reconstructed groundwater depth (GWD) data and their histor-
ical patterns
Transitioning to the analysis of reconstructed GWD data, these were based
on themodel calibration at wells within the CL region. This analysis reveals
how societal responses correspondwithfluctuating changes in groundwater
levels over historical periods (the reconstructed data is available in Sup-
plementary Data 1). At least since the turn of the last millennium ( ~ 1000
CE), the hydroclimate of CL has been characterised by fluctuations in
groundwater levels, alternating between periods of rise and fall, spanning
climatic scales of 10–30 years and longer, with values around themedian of
122.5m (Fig. 3b). Notable peaks in these anomalies indicate both wet and
dry conditions and offer insight into distinct historical periods. The first
period corresponds to lower groundwater levels during a late medieval wet
interval, spanning approximately 1056 to 1200 CE. The second period
represents a recurringgroundwatermegadrought fromaround1471 to1600
CE. Lastly, the most recent period coincides with the CWP, spanning

Fig. 3 | Evolution of the reconstructed groundwater depth (GWD) from 1056 to
2020 CE. a Coefficient of variability of GWD (grey line), calculated using a moving
window of 22 years. The red arrow indicates a change-point in the year 1628; b The
reconstructed annual values of GWD (blue line), using Eq. (2). The green bold
horizontal line represents the median value of GWD. The degraded vertical bands
a, b visually illustrate hydroclimatic patterns spanning the late part of the Medieval
Warm Period ( ~ 1056–1299 CE), three distinct sub-periods of the Little Ice Age
(beginning: ~1301–1470 CE, central: ~1471–1600 CE and end: ~1601–1849CE) and
the ContemporaryWarming Period ( ~ 1850–2020), with wet anomalies in blue and

light blue, dry anomalies in straw colour, more pronounced fluctuations in orange
and while white indicating values fluctuating around the mean; c. d, e. Spatial maps
of the first, second and third principal components (after applying Empirical
Orthogonal Function: EOF) of the tree-ring based self-calibrating Palmer Drought
Severity Index (scPDSI) for the years 1520–1560 CE, respectively, across Spain
(more intense orange band in a and b). The Castile and León area is indicated by
black rectangles. These plots were generated using data from theOldWorld Drought
Atlas by Cook et al.40 and arranged using Climate Explorer (https://climexp.knmi.nl;
Trouet and Van Oldenborgh, 2013).
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approximately from 1850 to 2020 CE. During this recent period, drought
conditions have persisted, displaying more pronounced and sudden shifts
compared to the past. Notable instances include a cluster of years between
the late 19th century and the early 20th century, as well as the latter part of the
1980s, although it is important to note that these clusters of years occurred
prior to any significant global warming,making it difficult to attribute them
solely to a warming trend.

Reconstructed GWD data reveal that, except for the initial two peaks
around 1140 and the final peak around 1970, the majority consistently fall
within the range of approximately 90 to 140m, aligning closely with the
calibration range of 100–140m. Thewet phase observed at the beginning of
the reconstruction, during the late medieval period, aligns with the findings
of independent tree-ring-based reconstructions conducted by Candela
Jurado et al.45, regarding extreme climatic conditions. According to these
reconstructions, the 12th, 14th and 19th centuries witnessed a higher number
of wet years, while the 15th century, followed by the 12th and 20th centuries,
had the highest number of warm years. We acknowledge that climate
conditions can indeed exhibit variabilitywithin a century and across regions
and seasons. Consequently, it is important to emphasise that our research
primarily concentrates on overarching interdecadal trends. In summary,
ourfindings reveal specific historical periodsmarked by heightenedwetness
and generally warm conditions, closely aligning with the patterns observed
in the reconstructions. As a result, our findings offer further substantiation
for the historical patterns of increased wetness and generally warm periods
observed in the climate of the Spanish region of CL.

During the 11th–12th centuries, the hydroclimate in the CL region
featured relatively warm temperatures and a notable abundance of wet
seasons, as reflected in the GWD data. The 25th percentile of GWD was
around 124m and the 95th percentile exceeded 160m, indicating an ample
level of groundwater variability. However, this period of favourable condi-
tions was followed by a significant shift in temperatures, characterised by
considerable increases and a succession of droughts andfloods. The 25th and
95th percentiles experienced a sharp decline, reaching levels of groundwater
depletion. Specifically, the 25th percentile dropped to 117m, while the 95th

percentile decreased to 136m. By the end of the 13th century, with the onset
of the LIA, a shift in climate became apparent as the region started towitness
a decline in good harvests and transitioned from the first wet period to a
drier one (Fig. 3b).

Discussion
Ourmodelling study relies entirely on the use of published data, rather than
re-analysing datasets, originating from sources external to our own research
team. The inherent limitation arises from our constrained means to assess
uncertainties associated with the basic datasets, which are drawn from
published sources. However, using published datasets provides a degree of
safeguard against spurious uncertainties, given that these data have
undergone previous scrutiny and validation. Considering that the primary
focus of our modelling approach andmodel parameterisation on capturing
the long-term variability of the annual GWDdata within the study area and
the consequent aim to ensure the generalisability of our model across the
Iberian territory, some methodological limitations warrant
acknowledgement.

By leveraging an understanding of the historical climate of the study
area, our model demonstrates a satisfactory fit, parsimony and consistency
with the climatology, though acknowledging that alternativemethods, such
as structural equation modelling, could be considered46. Striking a balance
between computation, complexity and uncertainty, ourmethodology relied
on ad hocmodel development and the trial-and-error assignment of model
parameter values using a spreadsheet utility. Despite algorithmic
improvements, the common practice of using a spreadsheet solver aligns
with precedents in previous studies47,48. While quantifying confidence
bounds becomes challengingwith increasedparameter estimation steps, the
model error, representing the mismatch between modelled and observed
values, serves as an indicator of total model uncertainty49. In addition to the
limited standard error of the slope of the observed versus predicted data in

the calibration phase, a Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency value greater than 0.80 in
the samephase further indicates limitedmodel uncertainty, likely associated
with narrow parameter uncertainty.

The convergence of the calibrated location parameter B, Eq. (2),
representing the baseline GWD value, towards 122m indicates that our
model closely orbits the mean value of 123m observed at Medina del
Campo, with oscillations represented by the model segment excluding B.
The B parameter, representing the baseline GWD, acquires a nuanced
significance when considering the observed GWD at Fuente de Piedra
(validation site), which stands at 142m. Despite this difference, the esti-
mated baseline of B = 122m, calibrated at a location situated >600 kmaway,
underscores the ability of the model to capture observed variability. The
recalibration at Fuente de Piedra, yielding a similar value (126m) to that
obtained atMedinadelCampo, confirms the limited sensitivity of themodel
to different site conditions. The discrepancy of about 4m in B parameter
estimation between the calibration and validation datasets, which is about
10% (Medina del Campo) and 40% (Fuente de Piedra) of their respective
standard deviations ( ~ 9m and~ 40m), also highlights a limited sensitivity
of themodel. This dual capability— precisely capturing variability around a
fixed baseline and demonstrating consistent recalibration results — high-
lights the model’s robustness, affirming its reliability in discerning over-
arching patterns amid varying site-specific conditions. This is attributed to
the model segment excluding B, which adeptly interprets larger-scale cli-
matological drivers operating across diverse sub-regions.

While it is important to acknowledge certain limitations resulting from
the lack of extensive sensitivity analysis and the reliance on optimised
parameters, these considerations underscore the need for contextual
interpretation within the broader Iberian Peninsula context. With our
growing understanding of the hydrological system, in particular, in the
Mediterranean region, the demonstrated robustness through model cali-
bration and satisfactory performance comparisons with independent vari-
ables supports the effectiveness of our modelling solution with the
incorporation of additional well data in future studies improving the
robustness and generalisability of the model. Facilitated by optimised
parameters of general validity, the reconstruction of the GWD time-series
contributes to a comprehensive representation of the Iberian Peninsula,
offering valuable hydrological insights into long-term variability and
enhancing our understanding of regional groundwater dynamics. This, in
turn, provides valuable information for understanding hydrological pat-
terns across the wider Mediterranean region.

Resolving the uncertainties associated with estimating natural drought
variability requires a thoroughunderstanding of historicalGWDvariability.
The challenge is particularly pronounced in regions such as north-west
Spain, where, despite progress in understanding drought drivers, char-
acterising past megadroughts and their features remains a persistent
difficulty50,51. While these challenges are more pronounced in regions with
sparse hydroclimatic proxy coverage (e.g., the Amazon), reliance on remote
proxies (e.g.,mainlandAustralia) or low-resolution archiveswith significant
dating uncertainties (e.g., sub-Saharan Africa before the late 1700s), it is
important to note that the CL region of Spain boasts a rich history of
documenting substantial and fluctuating changes in groundwater levels. To
enrich the historical context of our analysis of reconstructedGWDdata, our
study looked at specific cultural events such as processions. By intertwining
these culturally significant practices deeply rooted in Spanish heritage with
our scientific investigation of GWD, we aim to unveil a comprehensive
narrative connecting societal responses to environmental challenges with
the hydroclimatic changes reflected in the data.

In the CL region, cyclical patterns of water availability have been
observed. Groundwater is replenished by frequent rainfall but can also face
periods of drought and water shortage52. Notably, previous late-Holocene
paleoclimatic research, drawing from pollen records across Iberia and
Morocco on a decadal to centennial-scale, demonstrated how prolonged
droughts affected economic, social and political situations in the Visigothic
Kingdom and al-Andalus (in medieval times Muslim-ruled part of the
Iberian Peninsula) between the 5th and 10th century CE53. In medieval and
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early modern times, floods and droughts were often seen as acts of God54,55,
leading to the adoption of religious practices (e.g., vows, penitential pro-
cessions and new devotions) to seek divine forgiveness56. Gerrard and
Petley57 examined the societal impact of natural phenomena, encompassing
the hydrological cycle58, while sacred processions symbolised a belief in a
primordial creation narrative59, harmonising disorderly waters and dividing
between heavenly (rain) and earthly waters (surface water and
groundwater).

The departure from the favourable hydroclimatic conditions (warmer
and wetter) of the 11th and 12th centuries highlights the impact of changing
climate patterns on agricultural productivity and regional water availability.
Maurice Berthe (1935–2015), a French medievalist, made significant con-
tributions to the understanding of the 14th and 15th centuries by conducting
pioneering research on periodisation of historical events. In his ground-
breaking work60, he divided the years into distinct periods of crisis or
recovery, shedding light on the historical context. He provides compelling
evidence of the immense hardships endured by the population of northern
Spain during the first half of the 14th century, thereby confirming the exis-
tence of a profound economic crisis61. This period coincided with an
increasing frequency and severity of famines in parts of Europe, not least the
Great Famine of 1315–1317, population stagnation and declines, a lethal
cattle disease outbreak, the finally the Black Death and subsequent plague
epidemics62. During the central part of the LIA, characterised by recurring
megadroughts in Spain,Domínguez-Castro et al.63 found that the pro-pluvia
(prayers to obtain rain from heaven) periods were consistent in central
Spain. They employed a rogation series from theToledoCathedral Chapter,
allowing for a thorough characterisation of the droughts between 1506 and
1900 CE. Our study reveals significant findings, such as the 25th and 95th

percentiles of GWD, indicating a decrease of about 24m (the lowest of the
time-series) and 22m, respectively, between 1600 and 1930. According to
Gonzálvez64, the region of Toledo experienced a severe drought during the
LIA. Between 1576 and 1625, there were 27 prayers pro pluvia (to request
rain) and only four pro serenitate (to request that the rain stops). The most
severe period was recorded between 1521 and 1581 CE. Additionally, there
is documented evidence from 1557 of the procession of the Virgin of Cas-
trotierra inAstorga, located in the northwestern part ofCL. This procession,
typically occurring every seven years, was held that year due to the severe
drought affecting the Castile area65. The recurring megadroughts recon-
structed by the GREMS model during the mid-15th to the end of the 16th

century were characterised by a series of imprecations and processions in
various regions, including CL and the more localised area of Medina del
Campo. These historical records confirm that these droughts were serious
calamities affecting both small and large scales. For instance, in the year
150066, the town of Medina del Campo and its surrounding fields despe-
rately needed water. Similarly, in 158266 the city of Medina del Campo and
its Abbey faced a prolonged water shortage, leading to the loss of its lush
greenery during what should have been the vibrant month of May.

Next, we gain a deeper understanding of the impact of drought on
groundwater level depletion by evaluating the Empirical Orthogonal
Function (EOF)-Maps. Specifically, we focused on the 1st, 2nd and 3rd main
components for the scPDSI values during the critical drought period of
1520–1560 CE. The corresponding EOF-Maps for this time period (Fig. 3c,
d, e) alignwith the recurrentmegadrought period (Fig. 3b).Within the three
main hydroclimatic periods – the wet period, recurrent megadrought and
shifting period – there are two interspersed intervals of equal extent. These
intervals occur from 1200 to 1470 CE,marking the transition from the end-
tail of the Medieval Warm Period to the beginning of the LIA, and during
the latter part of the LIA from 1601 to 1849 CE. During these intervals,
GWD values exhibit oscillations around the long-term mean value. The
analysis reveals that these periods exhibit different time scales, ranging from
150 to 300 years, for various anomalies. This suggests the presence of scale-
dependent fluctuations and/or periods of hydroclimatic polarisation. This
observation was further supported by calculating the Hurst (H) exponents
for the original estimated annual time-series.Using theR/Smethod67), theH
exponent was found to be 0.95, while using the residual variance-ratio68, the

H exponent was determined to be 1.00. Both values indicate a predictable
time-series since H > 0.6569. Moreover, these values indicate that the time-
series exhibits long-term memory, suggesting the presence of cyclical
influences on rainfall and drought. Another perspective to consider is that
hydrological drought, characterised by slow responses within a basin and
notable groundwater memory, can actually be beneficial for drought pre-
diction performance in Europe70.

During the later phase of the LIA, i.e., from 1601 to 1849 CE, the 25th

and 95th percentiles of theGWDshow a slight recovery. This implies a slight
increase in GWD values between 119 and 143m, indicating a gradual shift
towards higher values during this period. However, during the Maunder
Minimum of solar activity (c. 1645–1715)71, the groundwater level exhibits
significant fluctuations as depicted in Fig. 3b. TheMaunderMinimumwas
characterised in Spain by severe frosts, a mixture of humid and cold sum-
mers and autumns, long and harsh winters, and alternating periods of
drought and catastrophic floods72. The influence of theMaunderMinimum
of solar activity and the preceding cold (and dry) years on hydrological
conditions is reflected in the inter-annual variability of GWD. This is evi-
dent from the change-point, detected using the Mann-Whitney-Pettitt
test73), in the relative coefficient of variation in 1628 (Fig. 3a). Following this
change-point, GWD underwent a gradual yet statistically significant
increase, as confirmed by the Mann-Kendall test (S = 5340, Z = 2.16,
p = 0.03). This trend persisted until the 1780s when the Iberian Peninsula
faced contrasting hydrological extremes. Specifically, the region faced pro-
longed and severe drought conditions, along with a notable increase in
unusual and excessive rainfall events, resulting in substantial societal
impacts74. These episodes included heavy rains, floods and sometimes
hurricanes, which led to the destruction of crops and trees, erosion of
mountains, and rendered the soil unusable by removing its most fertile
layers.Oneparticular dramatic casewas the agricultural crisis of 1785–1786,
often referred to as the “year of hunger”, which marked the beginning of a
period of instability resulting from these climatic events and their
consequences75. As the LIA came to an end, the Castile area experienced a
continuous deepening of water levels from 1850 to 1875 (Fig. 3b), in
response to different cycles of drought. These dry phases coincided with an
abrupt shift in the fire regime, creating a cascade of feedbacks between
wildfire, vegetation and human use of mountain forests, shrublands and
pastures during the late 19th century76. Furthermore, during the early 20th

century, there was a new and more intense pulsing of groundwater dee-
pening (Fig. 3b).

In addition to the historical periods mentioned earlier, there were
minor drought events in the periods of 1981–1984 and 1991–1995, with the
year 2005beingparticularly dry77.However, themost severe drought period,
both in terms of duration and intensity, occurred from 1991 to 1995,
affecting southern Spain in particular. During this period, reduced pre-
cipitation resulted in significant decreases of over 70% in the mean annual
runoff, and reservoir reserves dropped to nearly 10% of their total capacity.
Althoughnot explicitly reflected in Fig. 3b, this recent drought period stands
out frompreviousonesdue to the accompanyingglobalwarming trends and
the increasing water demands. These factors have contributed to the
increased vulnerability of the aquifer system29. The impacts of droughts on
agriculture, water resources and ecosystems in the region have been
detrimental78,79. Global trends in flash drought occurrence have beenmixed
in recent decades, as reported by UNODRR80. Similarly, Noguera et al.81

foundmixed trends for droughts in Spain. Furthermore, Schumacher et al.82

discovered that dryland droughts aremore prone to self-propagation due to
the substantial response of evaporation to increased soil water stress. These
factors, combined with ongoing warming and increased inter-annual
variability of GWD, have created a more precarious situation for the
available and manageable water resources in this region of Spain.

During this recent period, marked by extreme weather events and
escalating water consumption, the GWD exhibits an anomalous trend with
the 25th percentile decreasing to 110m,while the 95th percentile continues to
rise, reaching a value of 153m. This climatic period shows the largest
excursionbetween themaximumandminimumpercentiles, confirming the
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high variability that characterises groundwater levels. Importantly, this
period highlights the immediate consequences of ongoing climate change
and anthropogenic activities, resulting in notable imbalances betweenwater
supply and demand. This situation poses significant challenges in main-
taining a stable water supply and agricultural production across Spain. In
fact, the reduced spring flow and increasing depletion of groundwater levels
observed in the western Mediterranean region may be direct consequences
of ongoing climate change, particularly attributed to hydrological
drought83–85.

Climate change affects hydrological systems, leading to altered pre-
cipitation patterns, changes in evapotranspiration rates and shifts in
recharge conditions, among other factors. These changes can have sig-
nificant impacts on water resources and ecosystems in the region86.
Anthropogenic activities also play a significant role in influencing water
systems. Human activities such as land-use changes, water extraction for
agricultural and industrial purposes, and alterations to natural hydrological
regimes can exacerbate the impacts of climate change on water availability
and quality87,88. Continued warming can pose challenges for dryland eco-
systems, as theymay respondnon-linearly to climate changedue to complex
interactions between ecosystems, hydrology and human activities, leading
to increased vulnerability to drought and heat stress89. This vulnerability
puts both natural and human livelihoods at risk.

Conclusion
Our extensive exploration of millennium-long groundwater dynamics in
the Iberian Peninsula unveils a profound connection between historical
hydroclimatic patterns, cultural practices, and contemporary challenges.
Despite facing inherent limitations in data sources andmodel development,
our approach is a robust contribution to understanding the complex evo-
lution of groundwater depth (GWD) over time. The calibrated model,
characterisedby a stable baselineparameter, consistently shows its reliability
across different sub-regions, demonstrating its ability to identify over-
arching patterns amidst varying site-specific conditions. The historical
narrative woven throughout our study transcends historical times, high-
lighting the socio-economic impacts of climate variability, particularly
during periods such as the cold Little Ice Age. This contextual background
serves as a crucial foundation for interpreting the immediate effects of
modern climate change and human activity on groundwater dynamics but
also underscores the paramount importance of understanding hydrocli-
matic forcing. The intricate relationship between hydroclimatic forcing and
land-use change in this study adds complexity to the explicit separation of
their effects on groundwater dynamics, highlighting that aquifer responses
may be dominated by climatic shifts, with climate change in turn triggering
alterations in land-use patterns79. Recognising the centrality of hydrocli-
matic forcing is thus pivotal in comprehending the intricate dynamics of
groundwater systems, particularly in the face of contemporary challenges
such as extreme weather events and the escalating demand for water, which
underlines the urgency of addressing imbalances in water supply and
demand.

Looking forward, research would benefit from prioritising the refine-
ment of groundwatermodels, the incorporation of additional well data, and
the conduct of careful sensitivity analyses. A nuanced understanding of the
intricate relationships between climate change, human activities and
groundwater systems is essential for formulating effective strategies to
conserve water resources and ecosystems, not only in the Iberian Peninsula
but also globally.At a timeof various environmental challenges, ourfindings
emphasise the need for proactive measures to ensure the resilience and
sustainability of water systems for the well-being of future generations.

Methods
Environmental setting and data
Medina del Campo is centrally located in the Castile and León (CL) region
(Castilla y León in Spanish), at 41° 38’ N latitude and 04° 44’W longitude,
with an elevation of 713m a.s.l. The region experiences a continental
Mediterranean climate, characterised by a mean annual temperature of

12.9 °C and an annual mean temperature range of 18.4 °C. The climate is
generally dry, with a mean annual rainfall of 351mm for the period of
1981–2020. The potential evapotranspiration is estimated to be 730 mm36.
Winters in the area are relatively long and cold, while summers are com-
paratively short and hot, with the possibility of thunderstorms occurring
particularly in spring and summer months, and hail occurring particularly
in May. The landscape surrounding Medina del Campo is dominated by
gentle undulations and is predominantly composed of sandy-silty soils. The
region is known for its crops, such as cereals, legumes andhigh-qualitywhite
wines. There are also small clusters of pine forests and some streams,
including the Zapardiel River, which runs through the city until it joins the
left bank of the Duero River. The Zapardiel River exhibits distinct flow
patterns throughout the year. It experiences two periods of maximum flow,
one from November to February and the other from April to May. These
periods coincide with the seasons when rainfall is typically higher. In con-
trast, the river experiences a minimum flow during the summer season,
when rainfall is generally lower66.

Located in the Middle Duero River Basin, the aquifer comprises an
upper unconfined aquifer and a deep semi-confined aquifer, and operates
as a three-dimensional semi-confined system with high vertical aniso-
tropy. Recharge comes from meteoric infiltration, with the Duero River
as the main discharge outlet. Extensive groundwater pumping since the
late 1960s has led to a 28-meter decline in the water table. Extraction
rates (272 Mm3 yr−1) surpass natural replenishment (149 Mm3 yr−1),
causing overexploitation. The aquifer, now stabilised since 2001, faces
ongoing challenges in sustainable groundwater management. The cali-
bration of the GREMS model for the Medina del Campo area (Fig. 1c)
used the mean data from two piezometers, namely 1517-4-0001 with a
mean depth of about 100m and 1517-4-0002 with a mean depth of about
140m, with two sampling dates in each year90. The calibration period
spanned from 1972 to 2001 (Fig. 2a). The proximity of the two wells
(3.5 km apart) limits their ability to discriminate large-scale climatolo-
gical effects, which is the focus of this study. Consequently, their readings
have been averaged to provide a representative measure of the Medina
del Campo piezometric levels. In addition, given the redundancy of
incorporating other sites within a few tens of km, we opted for Medina
del Campo as the primary study site in the study of De la Hera-Portillo
et al.90 because it possesses the most continuous time-series and the
highest interannual variability among the considered sites.

To assess the model’s performance over an extended historical period,
independent groundwater depth data from the Fuente de Piedra lagoon
piezometer (direct validation) were incorporated into the analysis (Fig. 1).
The validation period covered the years 1960 to 1996 (Fig. 2d), with mean
groundwater depth of 142m and standard deviation of 40.5m. Located in
Andalusia, the Fuente de Piedra lagoon relies on rainfall and underground
discharge from the aquifer91. During dry years, the lagoon experiences
substantial water table fluctuations, highlighting the influence of pre-
cipitation and evaporation. Thismirrors groundwater dynamics affected by
drought, leading to reduced aquifer recharge and increased water pumping.

Independent validation beyond the study area involved the use of two
annual time-series for output variables similar to GWD. The first validation
involved a historical dataset spanning the period 1674–1764, providing
annual rainfall data for the province of Valladolid, where the Medina del
Campo piezometer is located. This dataset, curated by González Pérez
et al.92, combined diverse proxies – including tree-ring data, agricultural and
historical records and historical references on climatic conditions – prob-
abilistically combining them into a joint reconstruction that ensured con-
sistency. To assess the concordance of rainfall trends andGWDestimates, a
sliding window approach was implemented on historical rainfall data,
spanning four to eight years before the GWD estimate year. It is important
to note that the impacts of precipitation deficiencies on groundwater often
exhibit a delay, and the effects of groundwater droughts are typically
reported later than their actual occurrence93. In addition, indirect validation
encompassed a comparable analysis between GWD estimates and water
equivalent thickness at a location in Castile-La Mancha (Lominchar),
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outside the study region (Fig. 2e). In contrast todetermining the piezometric
level, as done for the GWD calibration site, equivalent thickness encapsu-
lates the same concept as groundwater depletion, representing themean rate
ofwater height reduction. This is derived fromobservations ofwater storage
changes and simulating soil-water variations through a data-integrating
hydrological modelling system94.

The input variables used for both the calibration of the GREMSmodel
and past reconstruction were derived from various sources. The self-
calibrating Palmer Drought Severity Index (scPDSI38,39); used in this study
derives from the Old World Drought Atlas (OWDA), a spatially resolved
tree-ring based reconstruction for the summer period40, with updates until
2020 provided by CRU scPDSI 4.05 early. It has to be noted that only six
tree-ring chronologies were locally available for the OWDA for Spain of
which the closest to the CL study region are not extending prior to 1200 CE
(a limitation that requires caution when interpreting estimates prior to this
date). TheNorthAtlanticOscillation (NAO) datawere obtained fromCook
et al.95. The AtlanticMultidecadal Variation (AMV) data were derived from
Wang et al.96 and the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) data were obtained
from Macdonald and Case97, with updates provided by NAO-Gibraltar,
AMO-HADSST and PDO-SWFSC via Climate Explorer98. All these indices
are based on annual data, given the focus of our analysis at this
temporal scale.

Teleconnections and drought impacts on groundwater
Drought, with its profound impacts on water availability, agriculture and
society35, is closely linked to groundwater dynamics and recovery. Several
studies99–101 have highlighted the utility of drought indices like scPDSI in
understanding groundwater variability. For example, Leelaruban et al.99

demonstrated a strong correlation between drought indices and ground-
water levels in the Great Plain region of the United States: positive scPDSI
values indicate minimal groundwater deficiencies, while negative values
during warm-season droughts are associated with groundwater decline,
often occurring 1–4 years later. Teleconnection indices, such as the North
Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), Atlantic Multidecadal Variability (AMV) and
Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO), also play significant roles in influencing
drought patterns. NAO has been linked to European droughts, particularly
in Romania102 and groundwater behaviour in Western Europe103, given its
predominant control overwinter rainfall totals in theNorthAtlantic region.
Specifically, it influences cyclone tracks, thereby affecting annual rainfall
patterns in Spain, with negative NAO phases associated with reduced
rainfall and positive phases with increased rainfall104. The AMV, also
referred to as the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO), affects the
Mediterranean region through its impact on temperature, precipitation and
forest productivity105–107. In addition, the variability of the NAO-related
hydrological processes in Europe, including the Iberian Peninsula, has been
observed to be influenced by multi-decadal North Atlantic sea-surface
temperature anomalies108. Moreover, warm PDO phases, in conjunction
with El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) events, have led to severe
droughts, including those in the Mediterranean basin43. Positive NAO and
AMO phases can decrease forest productivity due to increased aridity109.
While during periods of positive PDO conditions contrasting patterns
emerge, negative PDO conditions tend to enhance rainfall over the western
European Mediterranean area and result in cooler temperatures in
Scandinavia110. The interplay betweenNAO,AMV, PDO, and groundwater
is complex, and various studies have revealedmulti-year relationships, such
as the co-variability between NAO and piezometric levels in Portugal111,
correlations between autumn precipitation, groundwater discharge and
teleconnections in the northern Iberian Peninsula112, and the impact of
teleconnections on temperature, persistent droughts, and groundwater
recharge113. These observations underscore the intricate relationship
between teleconnection indices and groundwater dynamics, highlighting
the need for a comprehensive understanding of these interactions to
enhancegroundwater resilience in regions susceptible todroughts across the
Mediterranean region.

Groundwater REsource-Model for Spain
This study develops and showcases the GREMS (Groundwater REsource
Model for Spain) model, highlighting its ability to address groundwater
dynamics and the impacts of climate change, and thus, aims to contribute to
a comprehensive understanding of the intricate relationship between
groundwater and the sub-regional water cycle within the CL region. A
significant aspect of this research is the focus on unravelling the historical
support and long-term sustainability of CL aquifers, tracing their origins
back to medieval times. By conducting a thorough analysis of the past, this
investigation seeks to provide insights into the historical management and
resilience of these aquifers over several centuries. Through this historical
lens, GREMS strives to gain a deeper understanding of the various factors
and mechanisms that have shaped the stability and productivity of CL
aquifers. The ultimate objective of this study is to facilitate informed
decision-making processes and promote sustainablemanagement practices
for the future. This research recognises the importance of advancing river
basin ecosystem water supply modelling, as it serves as a valuable guide for
environmental conservation, water planning and decision-making
processes114–116. Groundwater resources are not only essential for socio-
economic development but also integral components of the equilibrium
within the ecological environmental system117. The harmonious relation-
ship between climate and surface-and-subsurface water resources, facili-
tated by the hydrological cycle (Fig. 4a), is particularly pivotal for
maintaining this equilibrium. At a global scale, the water cycles originate
from the Hadley cells, which efficiently transport heat and moisture across
the Earth, resulting in the redistribution of precipitation (Fig. 4b).

On a regional scale, this intricate cycle interactswith various features of
the landscape (Fig. 4c). However, it is on a local scale where the water cycle
directly engages with human activities, as it provides essential water and
groundwater resources in its continuous course (Fig. 4d). Cycle-controlling
mechanismswithin thehydrological systemhave the ability to influence and
modulate the occurrence and duration of rainfall and drought anomalies.
These mechanisms can delay, mitigate, prolong or concentrate the dis-
tribution throughout the hydrological cycle. Recognising the cumulative
nature of droughts and their transmission within the water cycle118 con-
tributes to ourunderstandingof the complexdynamicsunderlyingdrought-
related community responses. The groundwater resource model developed
for the estimation of annualmean groundwater depth inCLhere referred to
as GREMS utilises a linear multivariate regression approach, incorporating
various climatic indices as input variables. These climatic indices are sup-
portedby statistical operators to establish correlations betweengroundwater
oscillations and climatic drivers such as teleconnection indices103 and
hydrological forcing119. The derivation equation, represented by Eq. (1),
takes a parsimonious approach by considering four independent variables,
X, Y, Z andW (Z =A· [X+ (Y, Z,W)]+ B):
1. X: Sub-regional climatic drought (SRCD). This variable captures local

or regional climatic conditions specific to the study area, focusing on
drought-related factors that can impact groundwater levels.

2. Y,Z,W:Large-scale teleconnective climatic phenomena (LSCP).These
variables represent broader climate patterns or oscillations that occur
over large geographic regions and have the potential to influence
regional climate conditions. Examples of such phenomena include
teleconnections like El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO), North
Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), and Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO).

The model combines these variables as follows:

GREMIS ðGWDÞ y¼0ð Þ ¼ A� f SRCDð Þ þ f LSCPð Þ� �þ B ð1Þ

The coefficientsA andB are determined through themodel calibration
process: A is a scale factor and B coincides with the median value of
groundwater depth; then the term in square brackets, represents the GWD
annual anomaly.

Equation (2) provides a more specific representation of the four main
termsused to estimate the annualmeanGWDfor theCL region (specifically
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Medina del Campo) in the current year (yr = 0),GREMS(GWD)yr = 0. The
model can be expressed as:

GREMISðGWDÞ yr¼0ð Þ
¼ A� Perc25 scPDSIsð Þyr�4

yr�1 � Perc
50

NAOþ AMV þ PDOð Þyr�8

yr�1

h i
þ B

ð2Þ
Here is the breakdown of themain terms used in the equation (Fig. 5):

1. Perc25 scPDSIsð Þyr�4
yr�1: The 25th percentile of the sub-regional-scale

Palmer Drought Severity Index (scPDSI) calculated for the prior four
years (yr-1 to yr-4). The scPDSI represents ameasure of drought severity
at a local or regional scale.

2. Perc50 NAOþ AMV þ PDOð Þyr�8
yr�1: The 50th percentile of the com-

bined values of the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), the Atlantic

Multidecadal Variation (AMV), and the Pacific Decadal Oscillation
(PDO), calculated for the prior eight years (yr-1 to yr-8). These large-
scale climatic indices capture broader climate patterns that can
influence regional climate conditions. The 50th percentile relationship
between the combined NAO, AMO and PDO index and groundwater
at yr = 0 suggests their role in influencing groundwater dynamics.
In this way, the GREMS model comprises distinct components that

jointly contribute to the reconstructionofGWDvariations.The scPDSIdata
component operates at the sub-regional scale and focuses on characterising
changes in the soil water budget. The scPDSI reconstruction is used to
quantify climatological drought, capturing the combined effects of tem-
perature and precipitation. These data provide an integrated measure of
drought conditions at specific locations, considering factors such as pre-
cipitation, temperature and evapotranspiration. It is noteworthy that this
component captures changes in soil water availability with a delay of five

Fig. 5 | Dynamic framework of the GREMSmodel:
adaptation to different drivers illustrated by
annual moving windows. The figure shows the
conceptual scheme of the GREMS model, illustrat-
ing how different drivers (capital letters) are trained
using annual moving windows (areas in pink).
Arranged from (reference image available free):
https://www.gettyimages.it/illustrazioni/idyllic.

Fig. 4 | Interactions between climate and groundwater across various spatial
scales. a Schematic representation of a typical hydrological cycle in the Castile and
León region, with its components indicated by arrows. Groundwater dynamics are
influenced by the atmosphere and surface water processes (adapted from an image
available free from https://www.noaa.gov/education/resource-collections/
freshwater/water-cycle). This illustration, offering a simplified view of the hydro-
logical system, aims to highlight the essential components needed to establish
causality between groundwater depth and the employed climatic drivers; b Global-

scale hydrological cycle (source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hadley_cell);
c regional-scale hydrological cycle (https://www.shutterstock.com/it/image-vector/
vector-schematic-representation-water-cycle-nature-694784353); dThe transfer of
these processes to local scales (adapted from https://www.arpae.it/it/temi-
ambientali/clima/rapporti-e-documenti/rapporto-impatti-cambiamenti-climatici/
rapporto-snpa-impatti-infografica-naturali).
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years relative to groundwater growth. In addition, the model incorporates
teleconnection indices, including NAO, AMV and PDO. These indices add
variability fromatmospheric circulationpatterns that influence local climate
conditions. Notably, in our analysis, we found that AMV, when considered
independently, exhibits a robust correlationwith variations inGWDoutput
(r = 0.82, based on the calibration dataset). However, examining PDO or
NAO in isolation reveals negligible correlations with GWD, with r values
close to zero. The significance of employing an integrated metric that
combines AMV, NAO and PDO is paramount. This combined metric
enhances the representation of GWD dynamics. Specifically, when we
calculate the 50th percentile of the sum of these indices (AMV+NAO+
PDO), we observe a substantial increase in the correlation coefficient, with
the r value soaring to 0.91. This integrated approach is critical because it
captures a wider spectrum of climatic influences and interconnections that
impact GWD variations over an extended historical period.

In essence, this integrated approach underscores the importance of
understanding the interplay between smaller-scale processes and larger-
scale system behaviour (Baird, 2004). The varying responses of individual
teleconnection indices in different time periods justify the use of an inte-
grated metric to ensure response stable results over extended time frames.
By combining multiple teleconnection indices into the integrated metric,
GREMS effectively smooths out short-term variability associated with
individual indices. Specifically, the 50th percentile of the combined indices,
representing a middle ground among these indices, offers a balanced per-
spective of the combined influence of NAO, AMV and PDO. This balance
enhances the robustness themodel’s robustness, reducing its reliance on any
single index to explain variations in GWD and ensuring reasonable per-
formance across different time frames and varying climatic conditions. This
approach is particularly valuable when dealing with long-term historical
data, where climatic patterns and relationships between indices may evolve
over time. The integrated metric provides a consistent and stable repre-
sentation of GWD dynamics that can be applied over extended historical
periods,mitigating the risk of overfitting to specific time periods or datasets,
which can lead tomodel instability. Byusing an integratedmetric,we reduce
the chances of such overfitting and enhance the overall reliability of the
groundwater model. This comprehensive approach enhances our ability to
comprehend the complex dynamics governing GWD fluctuations, ulti-
mately leading to a more reliable and insightful assessment of groundwater
resources in the CL region.

Model parameterisation
The parameterisation of our model was based on a combination of sta-
tistical and physical evaluations120. This allowed us to optimise the model
for system simulation and historical prediction purposes121. We followed
a trial-and-error approach, adjusting model parameters and evaluating
the goodness of fit between model outputs and the calibration dataset.
This iterative process was repeated until the observed and predicted
values were as close as possible, ensuring the model’s accuracy according
to the following conditions:

R2 ¼ max

b� 1j j ¼ min

MAE ¼ min

8><
>:

ð3Þ

R2 (coefficient of determination) is a statistical measure that indicates
the proportion of the variance in the actual data that is explained by the
model estimates. It ranges from0 to 1, with 1 indicating a perfectfit between
the actual data and the estimates. b� 1j j represents the absolute difference
between the regression slope (b) of the actual data and themodelled data. A
value of 0 would indicate that the regression slopes are identical, while a
value greater than 0 suggests a deviation between the two. MAE (mean
absolute error) is a measure of the mean magnitude of errors between the
actual data and the model estimates. It quantifies the mean absolute dif-
ference between the predicted and observed values. A lower MAE indicates

better accuracy and a closer fit between the model and the actual data. Our
model does not directly integrate uncertainty. Instead, an assessment of its
output uncertaintywas conducted independently. In addition,we calculated
theNash-Sutcliffe index (ranging from-∞ to 1,with optimal performance at
1122) as an efficiency metric. This was done to verify that the model out-
performs the mean of the observed time-series. A Nash-Sutcliffe index
above 0.60 is indicative of limited model uncertainty123.

Exploratory and data analysis
Spreadsheet-based exploratory data and model development were carried
out using various statistical tools. The online statistical programme
STATGRAPHICS (http://www.statpoint.net/default.aspx) was used for
data analysis and modelling. Graphical assistance was obtained from
AnClim (http://www.climahom.eu/software-solution/anclim124) and Cur-
veExpert Professional 1.6 (https://www.curveexpert.net) to visualise and
further analyse the data. Box-and-whisker graphs (box plots) were gener-
ated using the free online calculator Box-and-Whisker Plot Maker (https://
goodcalculators.com/box-plot-maker).

Data availability
The full set of data generated and analysed in this study is available in a data
file published alongside this article in the Excel file Supplementary Data 1.
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